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Easy to Assemble:

1 = Once the 'Electric Rail(s) are fitted to the Ceiling - or - Wall LED Watts

2 = Simply add your ordered LED Pockets A4's require = 8W

3 = The only thing to take into account is the transformer allowance of 120W A3's require = 10W

4 = This means 'Electric Rail's, can only accept a maximum wattage of = 120W A2's require = 15W

A1's require = 20W

Top Tip 1:

Adding 'Electric Rails' - helps reduce the number of transformers

As only 1x transformer is utilised, rather than several

Transformers supplied are = 120W

Electric Rails, can only power a max of = 120W

1 Reveals - Electric Rail Bottom Rail?

2 Reveals, the internal section of the electric rail Floor rail is not required

3 Reveals - 120W Power Transformer Why?

4 Reveals - Rail Joiner LED weights

5 Reveals - Electric Rail Power Connector System is a mid-flight hanging

6 Reveals - Pair of suspended cables Hence no bottom rail utilised
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EXAMPLE - Image

1 This image reveals 16x A3 Landscape LED's

2 Thus creating a total of = 32x Property Adverts!

3 Image reveals 2x 'Electric Tracks' - they are apart from each other

4 Hence - image reveals 8x A3 LED's on each 'Electric Rail

Advantages of Electric Rail:

1 Once the Electric Power Rail is fitted to your ceiling

2 Each Electric Rail, utilises 1x 120W Transformer

3 Where separate drops, would utilise 1x Transformer (per drop)

4 Thus, this system only uses a total of = 2x Transformers

Safety:

Safety We would recommend a qualified Electrician to fit this display

Safety However; if you have strong DIY skills, its very easy to fit

Safety Decide where you first tracking system needs to be positioned

Safety Now check to ensure you have a firm anchor point

Safety Also checking no electric or water cables are going to be damaged

*Electric Rail Section Safety Also, avoid attaching to a metal beam, metal is a conductor of electricity!

Electric Rails come in lengths of 1000mm

Electric Rails can be joined together, utilising a 'Rail Joiner' Fitting:

We do supply this 'Rail Joiner' with your order (if listed) 1 Firmly attach your first *Electric Rail Section

2 Now add the power connectors + power transformer - Don't turn on the power!

Sometimes, our listing require a longer length 3 Now add your 2x suspended cables, for each drop

The actual website listing, stipulates this, additional Electric Rail 4 Now add your LED's - Keep the "+" on the left cable

Hence - you can cut to size, with a standard hacksaw 5 Now repeat the whole process for the second *Electric Rail Section

6 We are supplying all components but, gaps of 150mm should be followed

Power Demand 7 These 150mm gaps are vital for changing the future property details

A3 Landscape LED, demands 10W (each) 8 Now - Turn on the Power!

So, the above image (per rail) utilises 8x 10w = 80W

This is why we supply a 120W power Transformer

Also, its wise to have a larger transformer, as a rule it should be 20% more than required, you will gain plenty!

Finally - each individual website listing, mentions this for other types of LED Sizes
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Back-Lit Film & Back-Lit Paper

Perfect Finish:

To create the perfect finish

We highly recommend Back-Lit Film - or Back-Lit Paper

We list 4x Versions on our website - here are the finer details

Back-Lit Paper-120gsm

Commonly known as the entry level in Back-Lit

Website Reference is = PAPER

We supply this in A3 + A4

We supply this in packs of 250 - or 500 sheets

Brilliant White on both sides, you can print on either-side

Back-Lit Paper-135gsm

Commonly known as the entry level in Back-Lit

Website Reference is = PAPER135

We supply this in A3 + A4

We supply this in packs of 250 - or 500 sheets

Brilliant White on both sides, you can print on either-side

Top Tip 1:

If you are not 100% sure which is best for you? FILM - (Matt-on-Matt)

Or you are not 100% sure if your printer can print Film? Commonly known as the 'Silver Winning Choice!

Then, we would advise you to order this… A4 - Website Reference is = FILM-195mic-A4

A3 - Website Reference is = FILM-195mic-A3

A4 Sample Pack We supply this in packs of 50,100,150,250, 500 sheets

Website Reference is = SAMPLES-A4 Brilliant 'Bright Finish' you can print on either-side

This way, you can test your own printer

FILM - (Gloss-on-Matt)

Commonly known as the 'Gold Winning Choice!

Top Tip 2: A4 - Website Reference is = FILM-160gsm-A4

As a rule, large format printers can print Back-Lit Film A3 - Website Reference is = FILM-160gsm-A3

But, if you are in any doubt, always consult with your printer supplier We supply this in packs of 50,100,150,250, 500 sheets

Brilliant 'Bright Finish' you print on the 'Matt-Side'
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